
HIGH-PERFORMANCE POLYMER GEARS
MADE WITH VICTREX HPG™ POLYMERS

GEAR INNOVATION 

VICTREX GEAR SOLUTIONS 

FROM EVERY ANGLE



Across all industry sectors, there is an increased need for high-performing,  

high-precision gears that work reliably even in the most demanding applications. 

Solutions require improved reliability, reduced noise, vibration, harshness (NVH)  

and greater efficiency while following the trend for smaller packaging sizes, 

additional design freedom and lower overall system costs compared to precision 

metal gears. VICTREX™ PEEK polymer solutions – including the VICTREX HPG™  

(High-Performance Gear) product family – have increasingly become a viable 

alternative where traditional metal components have been specified but no  

longer meet customer needs. 

Victrex Gear Solutions include high-precision gear design, prototyping, testing 

and manufacturing capabilities using VICTREX HPG™ polymers that help our 

customers gain a competitive advantage while focusing on their core strength.

By working with Victrex you will not only benefit from unparalleled PEEK 
expertise but also enjoy a fast 360° development process from initial concept 
to mass production of state-of-the-art gears that help improve performance  
and drive cost out  while accelerating overall time-to-market.

PEEK GEAR SOLUTIONS
BEYOND METAL PERFORMANCE

FROM MATERIAL TECHNOLOGY
TO GEAR MANUFACTURING

GEAR 
DESIGN

MATERIAL
EXPERTISE

PROTOTYPING TESTING TOOLING INSPECTION MANUFACTURING



 Polymer-specific design approach 
developed over 35 years 
to leverage advantages 
of thermoplastic gear 
characteristics

Custom and commercial 
analysis packages 
to predict polymer gear 
performance

System level approach 
gear design to make the system 
work, not just the gear

Precise and repeatable
manufacturing
ensures net shape components 
with tight tolerances

Reduced part cost 
no secondary machining, 
hardening, or finishing operations

Reliable performance
through low friction and wear, 
corrosion resistance and reduced 
need for lubrication

Integrated prototyping services 
to quickly and cost-effectively 
reflect production intent and 
accelerate overall time to market

Ability to produce a wide range
of polymer and/or metal 
prototypes using various 
processes

On-site component testing 
to validate design and evaluate 
gear mesh performance

Improved NVH performance 
up to 50% reduced NVH  
(noise, vibration, harshness)

Vibration isolating properties 
enables lifetime increase for 
components throughout the 
gear train

Lower cost for mass production  
due to economical one-
step injection-moulding 
manufacturing process

On-site tool shop
including micro-moulding for 
streamlined product qualification

On-site injection moulding
to enable precise and fully 
automated high-volume 
production

On-site Quality Control lab
to verify net shape and  
in-spec parts

Lower energy consumption
due to a weight saving  
of up to 70% 

Improved responsiveness 
from up to 80% reduced 
moment of inertia 

Possibility of hybrid technology 
with overmoulded inserts 
of metal, composites or  
other plastics

DESIGN 
AND ANALYSIS

PROTOTYPING 
AND TESTING

MANUFACTURING 
AND QUALITY

Partner with Victrex for your next gear project. Our 
team has the passion backed by a proven track record  
of over 35 years in the polymer and gear industry, to  
provide you with a 360° tailored expert support.

Compared to metal gears, VICTREX HPG™ polymers enable a range of benefits:

INTEGRATED GEAR SOLUTIONS 
FROM CONCEPTION TO PRODUCTION

IT‘S TIME TO 
RETHINK METAL GEARS



Victrex is an innovative world leader in  

high-performance polymer solutions with  

products sold under the brand names of  

VICTREX™ PEEK, VICOTE™ Coatings, APTIV™ 

film and VICTREX Pipes™. With production 

facilities in the UK and USA backed by sales and 

distribution centers serving more than 40 coun-

tries world-wide, our global sales and technical 

support services work hand-in-hand with OEMs, 

designers and processors offering assistance in 

the areas of processing, design and application 

development to help them achieve new levels 

of cost savings, quality, and performance.

Follow us on social media!
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Victrex plc believes that the information contained in this document is an accurate description of the 

typical characteristics and/or uses of the product or products, but it is the customer’s responsibility to 

thoroughly test the product in each specific application to determine its performance, efficacy, and 

safety for each end-use product, device or other application. Suggestions of uses should not be taken as 

inducements to infringe any particular patent. The information and data contained herein are based on 

information we believe reliable. Mention of a product in this document is not a guarantee of availability.

Victrex plc reserves the right to modify products, specifications and/or packaging as part of a continuous 

program of product development. Victrex plc makes no warranties, express or implied, including, without 

limitation, a warranty of fitness for a particular purpose or of intellectual property non-fringement, 

including, but not limited to patent non-infringement, which are expressly disclaimed, whether express 

or implied, in fact or by law. 

Further, Victrex plc makes no warranty to your customers or agents, and has not authorized anyone 

to make any representation or warranty other than as provided above. Victrex plc shall in no event be 

liable for any general, indirect, special, consequential, punitive, incidental or similar damages, including 

without limitation, damages for harm to business, lost profits or lost savings, even if Victrex has been 

advised of the possibility of such damages regardless of the form of action. 

Any performance or comparative claims in this document can be supported by data which are available 

on request. 

VICTREX™, HPG™ and the Triangle (Device), are trade marks of Victrex plc or its group companies.

 

35+ 
YEARS 

of collaboration

with market leaders

along the value chain

700+ people waking up every day focusing on PEEK
     40 countries served by Victrex across our markets
    10+ mio gears in automotive applications made with VICTREX™ PEEK

Confidence through

proven, reliable and 

cost-eective

solutions

HEADQUARTERS

Victrex plc.
Hillhouse International
Thornton Cleveleys
Lancashire FY5 4QD
United Kingdom

tel + (44) 1253 897700
fax + (44) 1253 897701
mail victrexplc@victrex.com

AMERICAS

Victrex USA Inc.
300 Conshohocken State Road
Suite 120
West Conshohocken, PA 19428
USA

tel + (1) 800-VICTREX
tel + (1) 484-342-6001
fax + (1) 484-342-6002
mail americas@victrex.com

EUROPE

Victrex Europa GmbH
Langgasse 16
65719 Hofheim/Ts.
Germany

tel + (49) 6192 9649 0
fax + (49) 6192 9649 48
mail customerservice@victrex.com

JAPAN

Victrex Japan, Inc.
Mita Kokusai Building Annex
4-28, Mita 1-chome
Minato-ku
Tokyo 108-0073
Japan

tel + 81 (0)3 5427 4650
fax + 81 (0)3 5427 4651
mail japansales@victrex.com

ASIA PACIFIC

Victrex High-Performance
Materials (Shanghai) Co Ltd
Part B Building G
No. 1688 Zhuanxing Road
Xinzhuang Industry Park
Shanghai 201108
China
tel + (86) 21-6113 6900
fax + (86) 21-6113 6901
mail scsales@victrex.com

Victrex Grantsburg
390 Industrial Avenue
Grantsburg, WI 54840
USA

tel + (1) 715-598-4494
fax + (1) 715-513-9842
mail gears@victrex.com

www.victrex.com

http://www.vimeo.com/victrex/aptivslotliner?sc_camp=CECD1A7E01F5435BB24F5BD0C2183724
http://www.youtube.com/victrex?sc_camp=CECD1A7E01F5435BB24F5BD0C2183724
http://www.twitter.com/victrexauto?sc_camp=CECD1A7E01F5435BB24F5BD0C2183724
http://www.victrex.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/victrex/?sc_camp=CECD1A7E01F5435BB24F5BD0C2183724

